
CONTRALATERAL/ON BACK/FEET ON WALL     MAY 2018 
   
  1.  HOMOLATERAL  BK.  Place your 2 feet against wall, flat as in weight-
bearing. Arms by sides.  Your lower legs are parallel to the floor, your knees 
are over your hip sockets, your knees and your ankles are equally wide apart. 

a. Press O foot so that same side of pelvis presses in a kinematic link-
age from the sole up thru the leg into the torso.You want the same 
side pelvis to press backward into the floor. ST 

b. Repeat other foot, other side of body, ST.   Is there any difference 
when holding breath? 

c. Then both feet at once pressing both sides of the pelvis into the floor, 
ST, rocking the top of the pelvis backward into the floor. Rest on 
back, legs long. 

2. Now turn and place both hands palms flat against wall, in a position to 
weight bear, BK, with elbows not wider than shoulders, knees never 
wider than shoulders, feet not wider than shoulders, elbows and hips in 
line. Elbow tips same height, lower arms parallel to floor 

3. Press with O hand down to the same side foot.  Make a kinematic 
linkage of downward pressure that allows, that pushes that side of 
pelvis move downward, ST.  Can that push, coming from above, reach 
to the same side foot increasing its contact with the floor?  Do not push 
the floor with the foot at all!                                                                                      

a. Repeat ST. What does the low back on that side do?  Does it arch 
away, lift from the floor?  Or does it flatten, press toward the floor?  
Can you feel the pelvis roll downward or upward?  Rest on back, legs 
long.                           

b. Repeat with the other hand pushing down to the other foot. 
c. Repeat with both hands. Does the low back lift or press in order to 

create more contact with the floor? Does the pelvis roll up or down?  
What gets more pressed into the floor?  Rest on back. 



4. NOW HANDS IN PUSH-UP POSITION ON THE FLOOR (bridge 
position) BK 2 FEET AGAINST THE WALL AS BEFORE.  IDE-
ALLY, Hands point between downward toward waist and out to 
side Diagonal. Do the best you can with this, keep checking and ad-
justing where your fingertips are pointing.  The most important 
thing is to keep elbows up to the ceiling and over the wrists, (so 
your hands will be near your head) at all times!  

a. Press the O hand into the floor and allow that shoulder to lift 
from the floor.  Let this move your elbow backward into arc.  Let 
this arc lift the shoulder more.  Use the pressure to push down to 
the same side pelvis, pressing it more into the floor.  Continue 
this push to connect to the foot on the wall.  Do not press the 
foot against the wall AT ALL - but the kinematic linkage 
from pressing the hand against the floor traveling down your 
wall side will make the foot press more into the wall.    

b. Now press that same side foot into the wall, sending the push, the 
compression, up through the same side pelvis kinematic linkage, 
pressing it more toward the floor and traveling into the same side 
bridge hand.  The shoulder is pressed toward the floor as the 
push goes into the hand which is against the floor but do not 
press that hand into the floor!                                                                                   

c. Now alternate a) and b) on that same side ST.                                                                             
d. Repeat a), b), and c) on other side.                                                    
e. Now repeat with both sides at same time, alternating first hand 

to floor and then foot to hand.  Do not push the wall with the foot 
when starting from the hand. But let the push from the hand 
reach the foot and make it connect more into the wall. Do not 
push the floor with the hand when starting from the foot on the 
wall but let the push make the hand connect more into the floor.  
Rest on floor.  Feel how you contact the floor after pressing only 
one side at at time. (Homolateral.) 

f. Both feet to hands.  Both hands to feet.  



5. CONTRALATERAL.  On back, just O foot on wall.  Other knee 
bent, foot on floor.  O hand (diagonal to wall foot) in bridge position 
on the floor, other arm by side on the floor.  

a. 1. Now press thru the O bridge hand to the O diagonal foot on 
the wall, and release ST.  That foot is feeling more contact against 
the wall from the push of the diagonal hand only.  Do not pur-
posely press the diagonal foot into the wall.  Which way does the 
pelvis roll? 

b. 2.  Now press the O diagonal foot on the wall through to the O 
diagonal bridge hand on the floor, and release, ST.  The hand is 
feeling more contact with the floor only from the push of the foot 
traveling upward.  Do not press the hand into the floor purpose-
ly, but allow the push upward to lift your shoulder and arc the 
elbow backward to reach the yhand. 

c. YOUR NOSE STAYS POINTED TO THE CEILING.  Now allow 
this to lengthen the back of your neck. The back of your head 
where it rests on the floor slides upward ST. 

d. Swivel your chin toward your wall foot as you repeat these 2 
moves, then toward your floor foot. Toward which foot, the wall 
foot or the standing foot, feels better? Which increases the length 
in the back of your neck more?  Rest on back. 

e. Repeat other diagonal. 
f. Alternate.  Diagonal hand to foot, foot to hand.  Then alternate 

with the other diagonal. 
g. Press through bot 
h. Now alternate with both feet on the wall, then press thru both 

feet to hands and thru hands to feet.  
i. Repeat with both feet on the floor. Press both hands to both feet. 

Press both feet to both hands. Then alternate the diagonals with 
both feet on the floor.  

6. No PL.  Rest on back, legs long.  Stand.  Walk - how different?  Feel 
bottoms of feet as you walk.


